Palaeoecology and sea level changes: Decline of mammal species richness during late Quaternary island formation in the Montebello Islands, north-western Australia
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ABSTRACT

Changes in sea level and the formation of islands impact the distributions and abundances of local flora and fauna, with palaeo-environmental investigations providing a context for biological conservation. The palaeo-environmental knowledge of the north-west of Australia during the late Quaternary is sparse, particularly the impact of island formation on local faunas.

In 1991 and 1993 Peter Veth and colleagues conducted archaeological surveys of the Montebello Islands, an archipelago situated 70 – 90 km from the present-day coastline of north-west Australia. A group of three caves were found during this survey on the eastern side of Campbell Island. Two of the caves, Noala and Hayne’s Caves, were analysed by Veth and colleagues in the early 1990s; the last cave, Morgan’s Cave, remained unanalysed because it contained negligible archaeological material. It provides an opportunity to refine the interpretation of palaeo-environmental conditions, further information on the original pre-European fauna of the north-west shelf, the formation of the islands due to sea level rise, and the impact of sea level rise on local faunas.

The fossil fauna assemblage of Morgan’s Cave was sorted, identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible, and counted for analysis on relative abundance for palaeo-environmental interpretation. There are marked patterns of species loss and changing relative abundances in certain species, consistent with island formation due to sea level rise. This palaeoecological interpretation can be used in conservation efforts on nearby Barrow Island, a Class A ecological reserve, and management of faunas in conservation reserves and on islands.
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INTRODUCTION

During the Quaternary period, climates have cycled between glacial and interglacial phases with a periodicity of some 100 k.y. (Hays et al., 1976; Anderson et al., 2013; Rial et al., 2013; Mannion et al., 2014). At glacial maxima, approximately 5.5% of the world’s water was trapped in ice, compared to only 1.7% today (Williams 1993; Gibbard and van Kolfschoten, 2004). This resulted in sea levels falling over 120 m below present, uncovering most continental shelves (Williams, 1993; Anderson et al., 2013; Denniston et al., 2013). As climate warmed at each glacial termination, trapped waters were returned to the oceans causing sea levels to rise, changing exposed plains into seabed and upland areas into islands.

Changes in sea level, land area, and climate impact the distributions and abundances of fauna and flora (Pearson and Dodson, 1993; Mayhew et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2013; Mannion et al., 2014). The species found in late Quaternary deposits are usually identical to today’s extant taxa, the ecology of which is relatively well documented, enabling palaeo-environmental interpretations to be applied with greater confidence (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Birks, 1996; Pearson et al., 1999; Davis and Shaw, 2001; Pokines et al., 2011; Vegas-Vilarrúbia et al., 2011; Lyman, 2012a; McDowell, 2013). Small mammal faunas, such as those accumulated by owls in caves and rock shelters, provide an important resource for interpreting the ecology of past environments (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Kusmer, 1990; Terry, 2010; Bilney, 2012). The source caves of these faunas contain accumulations from predator catchments, and by comparing these with fossil or modern assemblages, changes in climate and the ranges of species over time can be identified. The richness of species and their relative abundances in past faunal assemblages may be climatically informative (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Kusmer, 1990; Terry, 2010; Bilney, 2012).

The study of islands has had a significant and enduring impact on both conservation biology and our knowledge of palaeobiogeography in Australia. Studies have included elucidating the effects of fragmentation, isolation, and extinction of both ancient and extant faunas, determining the importance of appropriate sizes for natural reserves, and providing insights into genetic diversity, evolution, and conservation in extant faunas (Mills et al., 2004; Barnosky et al., 2005; Laurance, 2010; Moro and Lagdon, 2013; Gibson, 2014; McDowell et al., 2015). Much of the Australian north-west shelf was exposed during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), which lasted from 26 to 19 ka, after which rapid deglaciation began, causing sea levels to rise and the shelf to be flooded by c. 7 ka (Veth et al., 2007; Reeves et al., 2013). There is little palaeo-environmental information for north-western Australia. Excavations in the Cape Range Peninsula (Morse, 1993; Przywolnik, 2005) yielded few mammal remains. Baynes and McDowell (2010) conducted a survey on the original mammal fauna of the Pilbara region, but all their sites were on the mainland. As a result, knowledge of the Quaternary palaeoenvironments from this region is sparse (Veth et al., 2007), particularly the faunal response to the impact of island formation.

However, on the Montebello Islands (Figures 1 and 2), Veth and colleagues (Veth, 1993, 1995; Veth et al., 2007) found and excavated archaeological deposits from one group of three small caves on a short limestone peninsula on the eastern side
of Campbell Island. He named the sites Noala, Hayne’s, and Morgan’s Caves. Noala and Hayne’s Caves were rich in cultural remains and were analysed in detail over the next decade (Veth et al., 2007). These excavations from the Montebello Islands, as well as those from Barrow Island and Cape Range on the north-west shelf, record two phases of island formation; firstly, the formation of the Barrow and Montebello “super-island” around 8 k.y.a. and then the separation of these two by around 7 k.y.a. (Veth et al., 2007) (Figure 2).

The species-area relationship is one of the most fundamental patterns in ecology worldwide and is evident even in palaeontological deposits (Arrhenius, 1921; Hope et al., 1977; Lomolino, 2000; Barnosky et al., 2005). While Morgan’s Cave was not originally analysed due to the lack of cultural material, the researchers did recover considerable quantities of non-economic faunas. These provide an opportunity to further our understandings of the original, pre-European fauna of the north-west shelf, the formation of the islands due to sea level rise, and the impact on the local fauna from sea level rise.

Excavations in caves and rock shelters on other islands, both in Australia and around the world, are continually expanding our knowledge of island biogeography. Our current analysis of the Morgan’s Cave faunal deposit contributes specifically to the studies of the effect of insularisation on ancient faunas. These insights are directly relevant to local conservation science and interventions including species reintroductions. This palaeoecological interpretation can be used in conservation...
efforts on nearby Barrow Island, a Class A ecological reserve with a unique island ecosystem (Moro and Lagdon, 2013).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Site

The Montebello Islands, also known as the Monte Bello Islands, comprise 15 named islands and 170 islets and rocks off the north-west coast of Western Australia (Burbidge et al., 2000; Veth et al., 2007) (Figures 1 and 2). Along with Barrow

FIGURE 2. A close-up map of Barrow and Montebello Islands, showing bathymetry of the area around the islands. The 10 m isohyet shows the outline of the "super-island", created when sea levels cut off the islands from the mainland and discussed below.
Island, 20 km south, and Cape Range peninsula, 250 km to the south-west, they are part of the same uplifted block of Carnarvon Basin marine limestone (van de Graaff et al., 1982; Hocking et al., 1987; Hickman and Strong, 2003). The climate is characterised as arid and sub-tropical, with warm temperatures ranging from 24°C to 35°C throughout the year, and low and unpredictable rainfall of approximately 200 mm per annum (Hill, 1955; Burbidge et al., 2000; Veth et al., 2007; Moro and Lagdon, 2013).

Noala and Hayne’s Caves

Noala, Hayne’s, and Morgan’s Caves preserved the only surviving stratified deposits found on the islands (Figures 2 and 3). Noala Cave lies on the northern side of the peninsula, and Hayne’s and Morgan’s Caves on the southern side (Figure 4). Three test pits were excavated in Noala Cave and five in Hayne’s Cave (Veth, 1993; Veth et al., 2007). Noala and Hayne’s Caves were analysed in the 1990s, and the findings were published in Veth et al (2007), but the material from Morgan’s Cave remained uninvestigated due to it containing negligible archaeology (Veth et al., 2007).

Morgan’s Cave

In the 1990s, the Morgan’s Cave fauna was initially examined by Ken Aplin, but not studied in detail (Veth et al., 2007).

The Cave comprises a single chamber that is almost entirely enclosed due to the partial collapse of the limestone roof (Veth, 1993). A 1 m x 1 m test pit was excavated at the western end of the chamber, where bone density seemed to be greatest at the surface (Veth, 1993). This excavation was done methodically but was restricted to one test pit due to the lack of apparent cultural materials. This was considered unsurprising as the entrance is similar to a pitfall cave entrance rather than a rock shelter and would have been difficult for humans to access.

Excavated materials from spits one to seven were passed through nested 6 mm and 3 mm sieves. Spit depth ranged between 30 and 45 mm (Table 1).

Below spit seven, a 50 cm x 50 cm sondage was continued in the north-west corner of the main

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morgan’s Cave spit number</th>
<th>Depth of spit (mm)</th>
<th>Cumulative depth spits below surface level (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only a 6 mm sieve was used here, and spits were 50 to 70 mm deep, due to the presence of large boulders. Mammal bone was recovered down to bedrock at a depth of 590 mm below surface level (Veth, 1993). The screen residues from each spit were bagged and labelled.

No detailed plans or cave drawings were made due to the lack of cultural materials.

Sample Preparation and Identification for Morgan’s Cave

The faunal remains from Morgan’s Cave required more detailed examination for accurate identifications. The 3 mm screen residues for Morgan’s Cave were subsequently wet screened through a 0.7 mm sieve with running water to remove the fine sediment and air dried. They were then manually sorted into rock, shell, and bone, with the bone material being further sorted into identifiable teeth and jaws and unidentifiable fragments. The shell material was sorted into terrestrial and marine molluscs, and bird eggshell, for future analyses. The very sparse 6 mm residues from spits one to seven were also examined, but none contained identifiable cultural material. The whereabouts of the 6 mm residues from spits eight to 13 of Morgan’s Cave are currently unknown (P. Veth, personal commun., 2020).

After initial sorting, the residues were dry screened through a 1.63 mm sieve to divide them into coarser and finer fractions for ease of sorting. They were cleaned separately in an ultrasonic cleaner for an hour to break down cemented sand and hard clay. As it was unknown whether the cleaner would damage specimens, this was only done after initial sorting, and with small batches being put through the cleaner one at a time. These steps were taken in an effort to minimise any damage to the specimens in the cleaner as much as possible.

The cleaned residues were then washed through a 0.5 mm sieve, air dried, and re-sorted to obtain as much identifiable bone as possible. The bones and the shells initially classified as unidentifiable were also cleaned ultrasonically, air dried, and re-sorted. Much of the material was covered in calcareous cement, particularly the tooth cusps, which had to be cleaned with the tip of an entomological pin or a scalpel. Cleaning specimens, both ultrasonically and with a pin, enabled diagnostic features to be retained with identifications made on specimens that might not have been identifiable beforehand.

After each spit was processed, the mammal teeth and jaws were identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible by comparison with specimens in the Western Australian Museum vertebrate palaeontology and modern mammal collections, as well as notes from Appendix III of Baynes (1979). Nomenclature followed van Dyck and Straham (2008). The identified material was then counted for each spit, and the counts for each spit and species organised in a spreadsheet. This was used to easily calculate and obtain figures for minimum number of individuals (MNI) and number of identified specimens (NISP).

The identified mammal remains in a bulk surface sample owl pellet accumulation from a cave on Barrow Island were also analysed to obtain MNI and NISP values for modern-day abundances of the extant small mammal populations.

Radiocarbon Dating for Morgan’s Cave

Noala and Hayne’s Cave were dated in the 1990s, however, Morgan’s Cave needed additional radiocarbon dates to aid in the interpretation of the fauna. There was no charcoal recovered with depth in the excavation. Instead, bone samples from Morgan’s Cave were prepared for radiocarbon dating. Spirally-fractured fragments and other larger pieces of non-porous marsupial bone weighing 1 – 5 g, sufficient for AMS dating, were picked out with forceps to avoid contamination (Table 2). Each sample was placed in a zip lock polythene bag, inside another zip lock bag that contained the label to ensure that the paper of the label did not contaminate the bone. The samples were securely packaged and submitted to the Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory at the University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand.

Suitability for Multivariate Analysis

Rarefaction curves were generated using PAST v3.0 (Hammer et al. 2001) for each spit in the Morgan’s Cave deposit from the fossil mammal NISP data. These were used to assess whether

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morgan’s Cave spit number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone weight (g)</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the sample sizes for each spit are large enough for valid statistical tests between spits.

**Sample to Redundancy (STR) Curve**

A species accumulation curve, or sample to redundancy curve (STR curve), for Morgan’s Cave was generated by comparing cumulative NISP to cumulative species identified, with species being added as they are identified as the deposit gets larger and the total number of specimens increases (Lyman and Ames, 2004; 2007; Gotelli and Colwell, 2001; Mitchell et al., 2016). This is used to assess whether larger samples would have yielded specimens of rarer species, or if samples were only adding more specimens of already identified species.

**Spindle Diagram**

A spindle diagram was made to mimic the deposit, with species found in spit one at the top of the plot, and species found in the bottom of the deposit at the bottom of the plot. All species found in three or more spits in Morgan’s Cave, plus all the mammals recorded in the Barrow Island owl pellet material, were used to generate a spindle plot in PAST v3.0 (Hammer et al., 2001). This was to minimise overcrowding on the graph and highlight the species which could interpret the most information.

**RESULTS**

**Radiocarbon Dating**

Nine uncalibrated radiocarbon dates were obtained from Hayne’s Cave and four radiocarbon dates from Noala Cave (Veth et al. 2007). These were mainly based on marine mollusc shell. From the assay, Veth (1993, 1995; Veth et al., 2007) argued that Noala Cave was briefly occupied at about 27 k.y.a. and was then re-occupied from 12.5 k.y.a. to 8.7 k.y.a. In contrast, Hayne’s Cave was occupied after Noala Cave was abandoned, over a short time span from 8.3 k.y.a. to 7.5 k.y.a. (Veth et al. 2007).

The dating laboratory reported that there was no collagen left in any of the bone samples from Morgan’s Cave (Table 2), so no ages could be determined from that site (F. Petchey in. litt., 20 Mar 2014).

**Fauna**

Thirty-one mammal species were identified from Square 1A in Noala Cave. Eighteen of the 31 mammal species are likely to represent the remains of disaggregated *Tyto alba* pellets, perhaps with some material derived from natural deaths (Veth et al., 2007). The fauna included 12 species of rodents (Muridae) (Veth et al., 2007), of which only three are found on Barrow Island today, however, all are recorded from recent cave deposits in nearby Cape Range and/or in the Pilbara (Baynes and Jones, 1993; Baynes and McDowell, 2010).

The mammalian fauna from Hayne’s Cave was similar to that found in Noala Cave, with the exception of three rodents and a variety of small dasyurid species, which were only recorded from Noala Cave, and the wallaby *Onychogalea unguifera*. Two rodents were confined to the lower spits of Noala Cave; both species are associated with non-sandy substrates (Veth et al., 2007).

The Morgan’s Cave fossil mammal fauna comprises 36 species (Table 3), and shares many elements with those recorded from Noala and Hayne’s Caves (Veth et al., 2007). Sample sizes for each spit decline towards the surface of the deposit, as shown by total NISP (Table 3).

The mammalian carnivores occur in low relative abundances in the deposit. *Thylacinus cynocephalus* is present in spits four and six. Dasyurids and other small carnivores are present in most spits, although many of the smaller remains are too fragmentized to identify to species level. *Planigale* sp. is quite common on Barrow Island today but was only found in spit five in Morgan’s Cave. The bat *Macroderma gigas* is only present in spits seven, six and five.

*Isoodon auratus* was recorded in all spits, occurring in increasing relative abundances towards the top of the deposit, and is widely present on Barrow Island today.

The majority of the larger marsupials recorded from the Morgan’s Cave deposit are species still present on Barrow Island today, with the addition of the sand plain species *Lagorchestes hirsutus*, present in spits four to seven. The desert species *Onychogalea lunata* is also present, in slightly lower abundances than *L. hirsutus*.

Rodents are the most diverse group with 15 species recorded. Sand plain specialists such as *Notomys alexis*, *Pseudomys hermannsburgensis* and *Notomys amplus* are present throughout, often in high relative abundances; but so are non-sand plain species, such as *Rattus tunneyi*, *Pseudomys nanus*, *Zyzomys argurus*, and *Notomys longicaudatus*. *Hydromys chrysogaster* is present in the deposit and on Barrow Island now.
TABLE 3. NISP and relative abundances (% NISP) for fossil mammal species from the Morgan’s Cave test pit and Barrow Island owl pellet (BWI OP) material. “-” indicates species not recorded in a spit. “X” indicates species that are present on Barrow Island (Abbott and Burbidge, 1995) but are not present in the owl pellet material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Morgan’s Spit Number</th>
<th>BWI OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thylacinus cynocephalus</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasyurus sp. indet.</td>
<td>3 (0.74)</td>
<td>4 (1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasyurus geoffroii</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>3 (1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planigale sp.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudantechinus sp.</td>
<td>3 (0.74)</td>
<td>2 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smynthopsis sp. indet.</td>
<td>3 (0.74)</td>
<td>1 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasyuridae indet.</td>
<td>3 (0.74)</td>
<td>4 (1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoodon auratus</td>
<td>10 (2.46)</td>
<td>9 (3.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perameles bocaginville</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrotris lagotis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichosurus vulpecula</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bettongia lesueur</td>
<td>2 (0.49)</td>
<td>5 (1.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagorchestes conspicillatus</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagorchestes hirsutus</td>
<td>3 (0.74)</td>
<td>5 (1.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osphrantor robustus</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onychogalea lunata</td>
<td>2 (0.49)</td>
<td>1 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrogale lateralis</td>
<td>1 (0.24)</td>
<td>1 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microchiroptera indet.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leggadina sp. indet.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notomys alexis</td>
<td>112 (27.59)</td>
<td>82 (30.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notomys amplus</td>
<td>61 (15.02)</td>
<td>29 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notomys longicaudatus</td>
<td>10 (2.46)</td>
<td>7 (2.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomys chapmani</td>
<td>8 (1.97)</td>
<td>4 (1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomys delicatulus</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesudomys desertor</td>
<td>6 (1.48)</td>
<td>2 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomys fieldi</td>
<td>8 (1.97)</td>
<td>2 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomys hermannsburg.</td>
<td>97 (23.89)</td>
<td>38 (14.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomys nanus</td>
<td>23 (5.67)</td>
<td>18 (6.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rattus tunneyi</td>
<td>37 (9.11)</td>
<td>27 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyzomys argurus</td>
<td>3 (0.74)</td>
<td>9 (3.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyzomys pedunculatus</td>
<td>2 (0.49)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muridae indet.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total NISP</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suitability for Multivariate Analysis

Before any multivariate analysis between the spits of Morgan’s Cave was carried out, rarefaction curves were generated to determine if there has been sufficient sequencing to represent its true diversity. The rarefaction curves for the spits in the Morgan’s Cave deposit do not tend towards an asymptote, indicating that there are too few specimens to carry out a valid multivariate analysis between spits (Figure 5). Unfortunately, this means that Morgan’s Cave needs to be analysed as a
FIGURE 5. Rarefaction Curves for each of the seven spits in Morgan’s Cave.
whole deposit, as no accurate data can be found from the analysis of individual spits.

Species Accumulation

The Morgan’s Cave deposit comprises a total of 1577 specimens, compared to Square 1A from Noala Cave, which registered total NISP of 1096 (Veth et al., 2007). The higher number of specimens recovered from Morgan’s Cave is likely due to the extra effort spent in ultrasonically cleaning and resorting the samples, which enabled more identifications to be made, and their non-anthropogenic origin. The graph is starting to level out, with only a few species being added after approximately 1100 specimens were recovered (Figure 6). There is every chance that more species could potentially have been present at the time of deposition, but are not represented in the fauna, impacting the number of species identified in the deposit. These results indicate that Morgan’s Cave hasn’t been sampled to redundancy and that further recovery is warranted (Lyman and Ames, 2004; 2007; Mitchell et al., 2016).

Spindle Diagram

The relative abundances for species in Morgan’s Cave are relatively stable in spits seven to four, but then strong trends begin to emerge, with major changes in the increasing relative abundance of *Pseudomys nanus*, in particular. *Pseudomys nanus* and *Zyzomys argurus* persist on Barrow Island today and show a rising trend that links the Morgan’s Cave data to the Barrow Island data, whereas the other species plotted, particularly those adapted to sand plains, start to fall in relative abundance and eventually disappear.

The individual spindles for Morgan’s Cave morph into that for Barrow Island (Figure 7). While these two samples were collected using different methods (Morgan’s Cave was processed through a 3 mm sieve, Barrow Island was bulk sampled), they were accumulated by similar means, and can help show the trend of the Morgan’s Cave fauna towards the modern-day Barrow Island fauna. Dasyurids are much more abundant in the Barrow Island sample, including *Planigale maculata*, which is only recorded from one spit in Morgan’s Cave.

**DISCUSSION**

Radiocarbon Dating

None of the bone samples submitted for radiocarbon dating from Morgan’s Cave contained sufficient collagen for AMS dating, and thus the site remains undated. The lack of collagen in the Morgan’s Cave bone samples is probably due to the hot, dry climate of the Montebello Islands. The age range of the deposits can be inferred from the fos-
FIGURE 7. Spindle plot of the relative abundances of the species present in three or more spits in the Morgan’s Cave deposit, plus all the species recorded in the Barrow Island owl pellet sample, showing the decrease in abundance of sand plain specialists such as *Notomys alexis*, and the increase in non-sand plain specialists such as *Pseudomys nanus*. 
sil mammal fauna, combined with sea level rise evidence (discussed below) and the dates from Noala and Hayne’s Caves (Veth et al., 2007). These suggest that the fauna from the upper levels of the Morgan’s Cave deposit accumulated during the early Holocene to perhaps as late as 7 k.y.a.

Taphonomy

Veth et al. (2007) interpreted the remains in Noala and Hayne’s Cave to be accumulated from different sources. Human activities are thought to have contributed the larger mammal specimens in the caves, representing dietary faunas. Most of the smaller mammal, bird and reptile remains likely came from disaggregated owl pellets, and a very small amount from kestrel pellets. Natural deaths may have also contributed to the remains (Veth et al., 2007). Veth. (1993) noted that at least part of the Noala and Hayne’s Cave deposits were likely deposited by owl and Australian kestrel, Falco cenchroides, and that any open chambers in the region will likely have some contribution from these accumulating agents.

Similar non-anthropogenic accumulating agents contributed to the Morgan’s Cave deposit. The most abundant species are rodents (Table 3). The most likely contributor of rodent remains to cave deposits in the north-west is Tyto alba, which is responsible for many bone accumulations in arid areas, using caves as roosts and nesting sites (Baynes and Jones, 1993; Veth et al., 2007; Baynes and McDowell, 2010). Tyto alba tend to follow rodent plagues, and can be nomadic, but if an area supports abundant prey for a long time, they will take up residence at single breeding site for generations (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Heywood and Pavey, 2002; McDowell, 2013). They usually swallow their prey whole, and regurgitate pellets containing bone with relatively little damage (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Kusmer, 1990; McDowell, 2013). The rodent material from Morgan’s Cave is very fragmented, however, unlike a typical Barn Owl pellet deposit (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Kusmer, 1990; McDowell, 2013). Although the breakdown of owl pellets can cause the bones to become dispersed and increases fragmentation (Terry, 2004), the different feeding strategies of different species of owls may contribute to this.

Ninox species from the owl family Strigidae tend to leave more fragmented pellet material than the Tyto species, with mandible and dentaries broken and teeth alveoli worn from digestion, resulting in isolated teeth (Dodson and Wexlar, 1979; Andrews and Cook, 1990; Worthy and Holdaway, 1996). Their pellets would also break down, assisting with fragmentation (Terry, 2004). This is very similar to what is seen in Morgan’s Cave. One contributor from the Strigidae family to the deposit could be Ninox connivens, as it would be large enough to take the larger marsupials such as Isoodon. Although uncommon, it is found in the Pilbara today, preferring wooded areas and mangroves over desert (Johnstone and Storr, 1998). Another possible contributor species is the smaller Ninox boobook. It currently occurs on Barrow Island, and while it does prefer wooded areas, it is found in deserts and islands off the west coast, usually over winter migrations (Johnstone and Storr, 1998). Bird eggshell has been found in the deposit, but Tyto alba, Ninox connivens, and Ninox boobook all have similar coloured eggs, making this an inadequate identifier of predator species.

Another predator of relevance is Macrodema gigas. These bats take small mammalian prey such as Pseudomys hermannsburgensis and Pseudomys nanus, (Diet et al., 2016), and tend to take prey to a roost to consume, particularly if there are young to feed. Prey is thoroughly consumed, with bones being chewed so finely that little remains to be identified in fecal matter (Douglas, 1967; Baynes and Baird, 1992). While the specimens from Morgan’s Cave are fragmented, they are still mostly identifiable, making it less likely that if Macrodema was contributing to the deposit, it was a minor component compared to the owls.

The presence of larger-bodied marsupials such as Osphranter robustus, Petrogale lateralis, and Lagorchestes species could represent individuals who fell into the cave, particularly if it was similar to a pitfall cave (Veth 1993). They could have contributed to the fragmentation of the material by hopping over the owl pellet material, breaking it down further. However, it is unlikely that they are solely responsible for the breakage of the remains. The apparent lack of any cultural material suggests it is unlikely that the macropods were brought into the cave by humans.

Biases in the Samples

Two types of bias influence the mammal assemblage recovered from Morgan’s Cave compared to the source palaeo-communities: accumulating agent bias, created by the predators that produced the assemblage (Behrensmeier, 1991) and sampling bias, caused by the differential recovery of specimens due to the larger sieve mesh apertures used relative to the size of the faunal remains (Shaffer, 1992; Shaffer and Sanchez,
These biases have also affected the Noala and Hayne’s Cave samples. Owls and other accumulating agents, such as kestrels and bats, only hunt small animals, creating body size, age, and species biases (Andrews and Cook, 1990; Kusmer, 1990). Sampling bias was created by the use of a minimum 3 mm sieve. This was the standard small sieve used at the time, but it caused the differential loss of more remains of the smaller species, exacerbated by the fragmentation of the bones in the deposit. This effect is highlighted by the bulk sample of Barrow Island owl pellet material used for comparison, which has reduced relative abundance of larger bodied small mammal faunas such as *Isoodon*, as smaller specimens, such as *Plagiaurelia* sp, *Pseudantechinus* sp, *Pseudomys nanus*, and *Zyzomys argurus*, are retained in greater abundances (Figure 7).

**Palaeoenvironmental Interpretation**

These fossil mammalian faunas are diverse and nearly three times as rich in non-volant species currently found on Barrow Island. They include a number of sand plain specialists, indicating that the majority of the now-drowned landscape was arid and sandy (Veth et al., 2007). There are some species for which sandy substrates are not their principal habitat. These include *Notomys longicaudatus* (clays and clay loams), *Pseudomys nanus* and *Rattus tunneyi* (both found in bunch grasslands and savannah), *P. fieldi* (formerly non-sandy substrates with rocky ranges), and *P. chapmani* (stony substrates) (Veth et al., 2007). It is not unusual for this to occur on islands and could be due to competitive release, where some species expand their use of habitats they would not usually occupy (Abbott and Willis, 2016).

Veth et al. (2007) noted that the high abundance of sand plain specialists in Noala and Hayne’s Caves deposits likely indicated the presence of extensive sand plain and sand dune environments. Less abundant clay-loam species and rock substrate specialists indicates a variety of habitats was also present among the sandy environments (Veth et al., 2007).

The sample to redundancy curve for Morgan’s Cave (Figure 6) shows that despite reaching bedrock and ultrasonically cleaning the specimens, more species could potentially have been found if the deposit was deeper. Even with ultrasonic cleaning to recover as many specimens as possible, the graph has not quite reached an asymptote, suggesting that some species are not represented in the sample. Due to differential recovery and the fragmentation of the specimens, these species

---

**FIGURE 8.** Log non-volant species vs log area plot for the north-west islands (filled circles) and the super-island at sea level 10 m below present (open circle).
were not recovered on the sieves, and therefore are under-represented overall (Shaffer, 1992; James, 1997; Lyman, 2012b).

The most common species from Morgan’s Cave (Figure 7) was a mix of sand plain specialists and non-sand plain species. This indicates that while sandy plains were the dominant landscape around Morgan’s Cave, there was a variety of other habitats present that held the non-sand plain species. This finding supports the original interpretation made by Veth et al. (2007).

Some species disappear towards the top of the Morgan’s Cave deposit, reflected in the spindle plot (Figure 7), which shows a decrease in sand plain specialists and an increase in some non-sand plain species. A change in the dominant landscape, as well as connectivity between suitable habitats, can be inferred from these patterns. Rising sea level and loss of coastal plain can be hypothesised as the main cause, especially as the number of species in the spindle plot declines over time. As the sea level rose, low-lying sand plains would have been slowly inundated, causing a decrease in suitable habitat for sand plain species, contributing to their decline. Areas of higher ground were comprised of calcarenite and would have been refuges for a longer period of time.

The spindle plots from the upper spits in Morgan’s Cave record a transition of fauna dominated by sandy-plain substrate specialists, to the modern fauna recorded in the owl pellet deposit from Barrow Island (Figure 7), despite the impact of the Barrow Island bulk sample on relative abundances. This is consistent with the hypothesis of a change in sea level towards island formation resulting in an impact of reduced island area on the species present. Planigale and Pseudantechinus are present in high relative abundances in the Barrow Island owl pellet assemblage, whereas they are rare in the Morgan’s Cave deposit. They still occur on Barrow Island (Abbott and Burbidge, 1995), and so were presumably present in the area before island formation. Their small numbers in Morgan’s Cave, and their absence from Noala and Hayne’s Caves, could be due to predator or sampling bias (Behrensmeyer, 1991; Lyman, 2012b). Hydromys chrysogaster is present in spits six, three, and two in Morgan’s Cave, but is otherwise only found as a fossil in Noala Cave at the surface. Hydromys chrysogaster is locally found in coastal areas (Veth et al., 2007), and its presence in Morgan’s Cave, and the possibility of the deposit being at least partially accumulated by Ninox connivens, a species that resides in mangrove environments, indicates a proximal coastline.

The decline in the relative abundances of many species to extinction and the morphing of the Morgan’s Cave spindles into the frequencies observed for Barrow Island, is consistent with island formation as the major influence on species changes. We infer from this pattern that the Morgan’s Cave deposit is younger than Hayne’s Cave, which is dated at about 8.2 k.y.a. (Veth et al., 2007) and shows no decline in relative abundance. Veth et al. (2007) interpreted the abandonment of Hayne’s Cave by humans as being due to rising seas and the distance of Campbell Island from the mainland. The effects of further sea level rise may be recorded in the Morgan’s Cave deposit, continuing up to stabilisation at 7 k.y.a. (Lewis et al., 2013; Reeves et al., 2013) and possibly later given the accumulation vectors are not human. Insularisation, the loss of coastal plains and thus a decreasing area for terrestrial mammals to occupy (Lomolino and Weiser, 2001), appears to be the primary force of observed changes in the fauna of the island. By comparison, the effects of climate change are likely to have been minimal.

## The Species-area Relationship and the Montebello Islands

The results suggest that loss of coastal plain area had the greatest impact on the non-volant mammal species from the Montebello Islands in the past, causing both changes in abundances and local extinctions.

Between 8.2 and 7.0 k.y.a., sea levels were rising to flood low-lying areas, and separated the Barrow and Montebello Islands from the mainland, with both areas being joined into one large island, which will be referred to as the super-island. For the purposes of analyses, this super-island is defined as the area created when the sea levels rose to less than 10 m below present (Figure 2). It could support a minimum of 33 non-volant mammal species (Figure 8), whereas the present-day fauna of Barrow Island only includes 11 non-volant mammals (Abbott and Burbidge, 2017; Moro and Lagdon, 2013). The super-island would have been sufficiently isolated so that new non-volant species could only colonise it by swimming or rafting, reducing immigration and the introduction of new terrestrial mammal species (Diamond, 1975; Laurence, 2010).

The Morgan’s Cave deposit contains at least three times as many species as the Barrow Island fauna, so the land area available when the cave
deposit was forming must have been much larger. It was calculated from figure 2 of Veth et al. (2007) that when sea level was 10 m lower than present, the area of the super-island was about 140,000 ha, or seven times the size of Barrow Island (20,200 ha). Figure 8 shows that this estimated, enlarged area was still too small, however, for the full 33 non-volant species recorded from Morgan’s Cave. Either the island area estimated is too small, the non-volant mammal fauna were already under pressure due to area limitations, or the accumulation of faunas began before 8.2 k.y.a. when the coastal plain was larger.

Archaeological evidence from Noala and Hayne’s Caves suggests that humans abandoned both sites due to rising sea levels (Veth et al., 2007). The calibrated estimate for the deposition of Hayne’s Cave is 8.2 k.y.a. This estimate puts it in a similar age range of island formation on Kangaroo Island, one of Australia’s largest islands and another area that was attached to the mainland during times of low sea level from around 8.9 to 7.5 k.y.a. (Hope et al., 1977; McDowell et al., 2015; Bourman et al., 2016).

Once the super-island was isolated, its non-volant mammal fauna would initially have been supersaturated, therefore every species could not survive. Extinction is not random. The species most likely to become extinct when an island is reduced in area are those that have a small geographical size range, low local abundance, ecological specialisation, large body size, slow life histories, high trophic level (Issac et al., 2009), are dependent on seasonal or patchy food sources, or go through drastic population fluctuations (Diamond, 1975). On the super-island, these species would have included $r$ life history strategists such as Notomys alexis and Pseudomys hermannsburgensis (Newsome and Corbett, 1975) that had fast breeding rates, and habitat specialists such as Notomys longicaudatus, likely explaining their decline in spits three to one of Morgan’s Cave (Table 3; Figure 7). Medium-sized macropods, such as Lagorchestes hirsutus, $L$. conspicillatus, Osphranter sp. indet., and Petrogale lateralis, were affected due to their larger body size and their life history strategies. Lagorchestes hirsutus is a desert species and an $r$ life history strategist (Johnson and Burbidge, 2008). Petrogale lateralis is a slightly more $K$ life history strategist than species of Lagorchestes (Elridge and Pearson, 2008), enabling it to be better suited to island life.

FIGURE 9. Species-area plot for islands on the north-west continental shelf (filled circles) (data from Abbott and Burbidge, 1995), and spits one to seven in Morgan’s Cave (open circles).
As sea level continued to rise and the super-island decreased in area, species were lost until Barrow Island finally supported only 11 non-volant species (Abbott and Burbidge, 1995). The rate of species loss would have increased on the Montebello Islands as they separated into separate, smaller islands, given that species are lost faster on smaller islands (Diamond, 1975; Laurance, 2010). Hermite Island is the largest of the Montebello Islands at 836 ha (Figure 9) and historically supported *Isoodon auratus*, *Lagorchestes conspicillatus*, and *Hydromys chrysogaster* (Abbott and Burbidge, 1995). These species were not lost from Hermite Island due to the small island effect, where species on islands below a certain area threshold can be affected by stochastic events more than island area (Lomolino, 2000; Lomolino and Weiser, 2001).

The minimum area for the number of species present in each spit in Morgan’s Cave can be estimated using the species-area formula: \( S = cA^z \) (e.g., Losos and Parent, 2010). Figure 9 compares the number of species known on islands off the north-west coast of Australia (Abbott and Burbidge, 1995) with the data from Morgan’s Cave, including the super-island estimate. It shows that when spits seven to four in Morgan’s Cave were deposited, the land area around the cave was still quite large, greater than that of present-day Dirk Hartog Island, and similar to the area of the super-island; although a small decrease in the number of species can be detected could potentially be due to sampling bias. As sea level rose through time, however, that area became smaller, and the rate of species loss increased. The island assemblage continued to lose species as reflected in the data trends from spits three to one (Figure 10).

The STR curve (Figure 5) shows that more samples could have been drawn from Morgan’s Cave to yield more results; there is an underestimate in the number of non-volant mammal species in the Morgan’s Cave deposit. The predator bias created by the accumulation of the deposit by owls and potentially bats means some species appear to be absent from the fauna, as they do not fit the prey criteria of the accumulating predators. There is also a sampling bias in the fauna; small species would have not been retained in the 3 mm sieves used to process the Morgan’s Cave samples. High degrees of fragmentation may have suppressed the number of identifiable species. The differential loss of smaller species through these taphonomic and sampling biases best explains the underestimate shown in the STR.

As area estimates were calculated from the number of non-volant mammal species recovered, area calculations will thus have an error factor. However, since this error is consistent throughout the depth of the deposit, valid comparisons can be

![Figure 10](https://example.com/figure10.png) **FIGURE 10.** Number of species identified from each spit in Morgan’s Cave, illustrating the increasing loss of species from spits four to one.
made between spit assemblages from the Morgan’s Cave deposit.

**Conclusions and Implications for Future Research**

The fossil mammal faunal assemblages recovered from Morgan’s Cave are not due to human activity, and instead are derived from predation by owls and/or bats, and possibly pitfall. Despite this difference in accumulation agent, they share similarities with those described from excavations of sites occupied by humans at Noala and Hayne’s Caves from the Montebello Islands. Morgan’s Cave provides evidence of a pattern of decreasing species richness through time which is thought to reflect island formation through multiple stages (Figure 10). A progression is shown from when the Montebello Islands were part of the mainland, to becoming a super-island (with Barrow Island) with sea levels rising to approximately -10 m. Finally, at full high sea stand the contemporary outline of the islands sees accelerated loss of species (Figure 9). Species shifts reflect habitat change, from largely sand plain and dune environments to predominately rock and loam island substrates (Figure 7). The Morgan’s Cave assemblage likely continued to accumulate until after 8 or 7 k.y.a., by which time humans had abandoned both the Montebello and Barrow Islands.

This current analysis of the fauna from the Morgan’s Cave study is consistent with the findings by Veth et al. (2017) on the combined anthropogenic and natural contributions made to the Boodie Cave deposits on Barrow Island. It also helps document the history of the composition of the mammal fauna found currently on Barrow Island, an important A-Class Nature Reserve (Moro and Lagoon, 2013). Increased knowledge about the historic composition of the dominant faunas and larger island biogeographic processes provides necessary information for successful management of offshore conservation estates.
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